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Background

Basic Concepts
§

§

Intercreditor arrangements relate to two key issues:
•

If a debtor has more than one creditor, how to treat those competing claims?

•

If two or more creditors have a security interest in the same collateral, how to treat those competing claims?

Intercreditor Agreement
•

An agreement between two or more creditors who are aiming to agree in advance how their competing interests in the
debtor/obligor and collateral will be handled and administered

What intercreditor questions might an investor ask?
§

Ranking

•

§

Payment priority

•
•
•

§

In what order are periodic payments distributed? What is the waterfall?
Does my payment priority change after an event of default (or any other triggering event)?

Does anyone have a lien with priority over my lien?

Enforcement

•
•
•

§

Can any other creditor get paid before me? Where do I rank?

Lien priority

•

§

Do I have to share? With whom? On what basis?

Can I enforce my rights? Do I need to coordinate with anyone else?
Are my remedial rights limited? Can I demand payment from the debtor? Can I repossess the aircraft? Can I initiate or join in an involuntary proceeding?
Who controls collateral dispositions?

Buy-out rights

•
•

A class of creditors have priority over me - can I buy them out? On what terms?
Can my investment be bought out? On what terms?

What factors might an aircraft investor look at?
§

Debtor’s credit

§

Value of the collateral pool - ratio to debt obligations

§

Cross-collateralization

§

Subordination

§

Cross-subordination

§

Special bankruptcy law priorities

•
•
•

§

Section 1110
Cape Town
Local law

“Normal” or pre-default arrangements v. post-default and pre-bankruptcy

Subordination
§

Contractual subordination

•

§

Explicit contractual agreement by certain creditors to subordinate their claims

Structural subordination

•
•

Claims of the creditors of the subsidiary are generally satisfied prior to equity claims of owner
A creditor of a debtor company will not have access to the assets of that company’s subsidiary until after all the subsidiary’s creditors have been paid and its remaining assets
have been distributed up to the debtor company as an equity holder

§

Collateral subordination v. credit subordination

§

No right or wrong way to subordinate

How is subordination accomplished?
§

Each creditor:

•
•
•
•

§

Agrees to be bound by the subordination provisions
Authorizes the trustee or other intermediaries to take action to effectuate the subordination provisions
Appoints the trustee or other intermediaries as its attorney-in-fact to effectuate the subordination provisions
Agrees to take further action to support the subordination arrangements

Priority of payments

•
•
•

Established by various operative agreements
Junior creditors obligated to hold in trust and turn over any proceeds or other amounts received to be applied in accordance with the waterfall
Payment priority controlled and effected by an agent or intermediary

Who decides how to structure this? And why?
§

Intercreditor arrangements typically structured based on comparative bargaining power and equitable considerations

§

Structuring decisions

•
•
•
•

Mix of commercial and legal considerations
Informed by pricing goals
Informed by credit rating targets and requirements
Simultaneous extensions of credit? Or prospective?

Which laws govern competing claims by creditors?
§

Agreements among creditors generally enforceable

§

Contract law

§

UCC

§

Bankruptcy law

•
•

Chapter 11 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code allows for the rehabilitation of a debtor through a reorganization
When a debtor files for Chapter 11, an automatic stay is triggered pursuant to Section 362 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code, which prohibits creditors from, among
other things:

̵

Demanding repayment of debt

̵

Foreclosing on liens

̵

Demanding repossession of collateral

•
•

Sec. 1110 - an exception to this automatic stay under certain circumstances relating to aircraft equipment

•

Any collateral value insufficiency - a deficiency claim

As an exception to the automatic stay, a bankruptcy court may also provide a secured party “adequate protection” of its property interests to avoid the diminution
in value of the pledged collateral

Intercreditor Issue Areas

Voting rights and control of remedies
§

Main questions could be

•
•

How can the deal change (or be amended)?
Who controls remedies?

§

Each class votes generally as a group

§

Vote by class? Vote by all as a class?

§

Hot topics

•
•
•
•
•
•

Permit an increase in amount of a class of debt?
Extend the maturity of the senior obligations?
Shorten maturity of junior debt?
Increase mandatory prepayment obligations?
Increase interest rates?
Is permission needed for re-leasing or asset dispositions?

What remedies are available?
§

Declare debt to be due and payable

§

Demand delivery of the airframe and engine collateral

§

Take possession of and remove the airframe and engine collateral

§

Sell, lease or dispose of the airframe and engine collateral

§

Exercise any other remedy of a secured party under the UCC and/or Cape Town

§

Remedies cumulative

Buy-out rights
§

Buy-out rights counteract subordination (sort of)

§

A junior holder may get a buy-out right after:

•
•
•

Acceleration of senior debt
Filing of bankruptcy proceedings
Uncured payment default

§

Right to buy all, but not less than all, of the senior debt/holders’ interests

§

Purchase price

•
•
•

§

Principal
Accrued and unpaid interest
Other payments?

Other procedural points

•
•
•

Notice of exercise of purchase right to issuer, trustee and other holders
Other similarly ranked junior holders can join in the purchase
One time only?

Waterfall
§ Standard provisions

•
•
•

Senior Lender vs. Junior Lender?
Lenders vs. Lessor/Owner?
Where do hedge counterparties fit in?

§ Rent Trap
§ How do we handle swap breakage?

•

Breakage cap?

Remarketing
§ Maturity date matters
§ Who controls?
§ Balloon Risk

•
•
•
•

Length?
Obligations?
Recourse vs. Non-recourse?
Timing to elect?

Intercreditor Scenario

Back-Leveraged Operating Leases
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lenders vs. Lessor/Owner
Senior Lender vs. Junior Lender
Voting rights and control of remedies?
Buy-out rights?
Waterfall?
Remarketing?

Conclusion

1. There is no “right” way or “standard”
2. Zero-Sum Game
3. Need to Address Early

